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Foreword
Dear ISSA Members and Maritime Colleagues

I

You can keep up to date with the
latest news on the ISSA website at
www.shipsupply.org and send in your
comments and views to the ISSA
Secretariat either by phone on +44
(0)1296 682 061; or alternatively
email secretariat@shipsupply.org

can’t believe how quickly the year is going and before long I will be welcoming all of
you to this year’s 64th Annual ISSA Convention and Trade Fair in the lovely South
Korean city of Busan.
I would like to offer a personal invitation to you all to attend Convention this
year – an event that is quickly becoming a must-attend for anyone interested in
ship supply and supply procurement. Last year’s Convention in Istanbul exceeded
all our expectations and I have no doubt that this November, South Korea will
prove to be the perfect host for what will be an exceptionally good Convention for
us all.
Preparations are still underway but a hearty thanks must go to the excellent
teams at both the Singapore Association of Shipsuppliers & Services (SASS) and
the Korea Shipsuppliers & Services Association (KSSA) who are working tirelessly
to ensure we deliver an event of the highest quality. And I have no doubt we
will. And a massive thank you to our own Senior Executive Vice President Mr
Abdul Hameed Hajah, under whose direction, is helping to tie it all together very
professionally. So, thank you.
2019 is an exciting year for a raft of different reasons, not least of all the
production and delivery of the latest edition of the ISSA Ship Stores Catalogue.
I am very excited about this happening as the last catalogue was produced in
2013. But we have embraced the digital age and this issue will be available in hard
copy as well as in digital form. As you can imagine, a lot of work has been done to
ensure all the products listed are up to date and we look forward to you all using
the new edition in the months and years to come. A big thank you to the teams
of editors and publishers and to my Executive Board colleague Alfredo Tosato,
who has looked after production of this big project. I would also like to thank
all the companies who have also advertised in the Catalogue. Your support is
acknowledged and thanked.
Production will soon start on a new provisions catalogue and I look forward to
bringing you some more information in future issues of The Ship Supplier.
For now, as is the ISSA tradition, I wish you all continuing success in the always
exciting world of ship supply.
Saeed al Malik
ISSA President
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Regional Focus

Turkey
Simplifying procedures will help
increase turnover

T

he Turkish Ship Suppliers Association (TURSSA) says
simplifying procedures will help its members to increase
their turnover as, compared to past years, profitability
has decreased with services now only provided to 50% of the
vessels calling at ports in Turkey.
“In order to provide services for the remaining 50%, there
should be a focus on easier procedures, as well as reducing costs
and strengthening the infrastructure by using Turkey’s strategic
location advantage,” said George Saris, TURSSA President.
“Through simplifying procedures, it will automatically
increase our turnover. We protect our position as in important
sector and we believe that we have proven this with the
wonderful ISSA Convention in Istanbul in 2018. Furthermore,
we also believe Turkey has the potential and will be a ship
supply centre like Singapore and Rotterdam.”
Ship suppliers in Turkey are, like many other parts of the world,
experiencing challenges such as late payments and competitive
prices. There are also issues with infrastructure that need to be
addressed and although the country has tremendous potential
with its geographical location, surrounded by three seas, says it
cannot rely on this alone to challenge competition elsewhere.
“Besides the proximity of ports to major maritime trade
routes, the country’s commercial fleet size, logistics structure
at ports, as well as the potential of transit and local shipment is
very important,” said Mr Saris.

10
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Although easily accessible and close to the main
Asian-European trade routes, the country’s hinterland
connections with the ports need to be improved, says
the Association.
Following several years of strong growth and significant
external borrowing, the exchange rate has depreciated
steadily since mid-2017 and intensified market pressure in
August 2018 led to a further depreciation of around 30%,
followed by a partial recovery.
The economy is projected to contract again in 2019 as a
sharp fall in domestic demand from the second half of 2018
will be offset only partially by an increase in exports. However,
a gradual recovery in domestic confidence and demand is
projected to help growth recover in 2020.
Growth areas are being seen in the production,
processing and export of food stores to large European
and Middle Eastern markets and also agricultural services,
alternative energy and automobile production are also on
the rise.
TURSSA, which was founded in 2003 and comprises some
of the biggest companies in the ship supply sector, says its
strength has been gradually improving further by adding new
members every year. Companies that wish to become members
have to meet certain standards if they are to have their
memberships approved by the Board. u

Regional Focus

UK
River cruise for BASS AGM and Luncheon

T

he British Association of Ship Suppliers is changing things up
for members with a different venue for its Annual General
Meeting and Luncheon this June.
In recent years, the event has traditionally been held on the
historic Second World War ship HQS Wellington, on the River
Thames but after discussing ways to freshen up the format, this year
guests will enjoy a Thames river cruise and lunch.
The BASS AGM, which will be chaired
by BASS Chairman Bob Blake, will take
place on 12th June and will be held on
Thames Cruises London, followed by
lunch onboard.
Those people attending the
AGM will board the vessel at Tower

Millennium Pier, Lower Thames Street, London between
10.45am and 11am with the meeting getting underway at
11am. This will finish at 12pm and the vessel will then return
to the Pier at 12.15pm to collect those attending the BASS
Luncheon. Lunch will then be served between 1.15pm and
3.30pm and the vessel will return to the Pier again at 3.45pm.
The maximum number of people who can attend will be 70 and
tickets will be sold on a first come first served basis. The cost of the
three-course lunch including jazz music and a trip on the river will be
£60 per person, subsidised by BASS.
Members should have received booking forms and should send
them as soon as possible, and make payment by direct debit.
A full report of the AGM will appear in the Summer issue of The
Ship Supplier. u

Regional Focus

Greece
Greek Association moves with the times

I

t has been a busy year for the Hellenic Association of Ship
Suppliers & Exporters, with the Association expanding its move
into new technology.
The Association, which represents 116 members, is currently
constructing a platform, on the basis of which it will be able to
determine the projects it will undertake, including the revenues or
expenses of the inquiry panel, and projecting revenues and expenses
per project.
The Association has developed an advanced computing
system, with a double entry system which also features a database,
recording all contact and financial information of the Association’s
members and other contacts and an electronic protocol,
according to which incoming and outgoing documents of the
Association are electronically archived and the progress of
requests is monitored.
The Association’s website www.ship-suppliers.gr and

Facebook page www.facebook.com/psepe1975 are also constantly
updated as regards activities and legal framework.
A forum, http://forum.ship-suppliers.gr also enables registered
members to be kept informed and exchange views on various
issues including financial issues, such as making members aware
of customers who have proven insolvency, to protect them from
entering into transactions with these customers. They can also
discuss issues regarding VAT, other aspects of taxation, duties,
supply procedure, export procedure, issues of veterinary interest
and many other topics.
The Association, of which Nick Mavrikos is President, is also
a member
of the first Greek Maritime Cluster
‘Maritime Hellas’, which
was launched in
2017. u

Regional Focus

Spain
AESMAR works on developing ‘visit card’

T

he Spanish Shipsuppliers
Association (AESMAR) held its
Annual General Assembly on 14th
March in Madrid, at the headquarters
of the Association. The day before, the
Executive Board met to discuss the
issues that were going to be presented at
the Assembly the following day.
The Association comprises 40
members, with 45 branch offices
in more than 30 port all around
Spain. Constantino Dritsakis is the
Chairman of the Association, Miguel
Mateu the Treasurer and Eugenio
Mediavilla the Secretary.
One of the main issues AESMAR
is working on is developing the “White
Paper” of the ship supply sector in
Spain - a document that aims to be its
“visit card”. It will include what the ship
supply sector represents in the economy,
the volume of turnover, the number of
direct and indirect jobs, the number of
ships that are supplied, the number of
customs declarations, the amount of the
service account, VAT, etc. With this tool
members can present themselves to any
public or private entity, such as Customs
Authorities or Ports Authorities,
showing their impact on the economy
and the importance of their activity as
an engine that generates
wealth and employment.
Spain currently
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has three ports in the top 10 of the
most important cruise ports in the
world and two ports within the top
10 for cargo. It has a very competitive
shipyard industry both in repairs and
in new construction, a specialisation
in the construction of military vessels
which is recognised internationally, and
specialised ports in off-shore platforms.
The majority of AESMAR members
are general ship suppliers, but it also
has specialised members in life rafts,
turbochargers inspections, duty free
products, chains and anchors, valves,
fishing nets, etc.
Secretary Eugenio Mediavilla said :
“The professionalism and specialisation is
very important in our industry. There are
global demands that our companies look
for specialisation and excellence in our
daily business.
“We follow closely the work
that OCEAN develops mainly with
the revision of the Union Customs
Code. Work that we consider very
important for the homogenisation of
the customs regulations at European
level, since we continue finding that
each country, and within each country
each port, works differently.
“A matter we want to address in the
short term with the State Ports Authorities
is the delay that we suffer in some terminals,
when to supply a cargo ship we must wait for
hours. We believe that all
the security

measures on those terminals can be fulfilled
without waiting so many hours.”
Another point that was discussed
during the Assembly was the new
regulation of the “Track & Trace
system for Tobacco”. A matter that
AESMAR believes will provide greater
security in the supply chain but that
must be managed taking into account
the diversity of the ship suppliers
operations and it must collect all the
cases that occurs in our sector, where
the traceability and security is maximum,
“since we have both bonded and customs
warehouses and excise goods are under
customs supervision at every moment”.
The issue of late payments is
something that has always worried
AESMAR too and it believes the project
“Watchdog”, launched by ISSA, will
provide reliable information when
carrying out work.
AESMAR is also looking at the
possibility of hosting another ISSA
Convention & Trade Exhibition in Spain.
“We know that, at least until 2023 or
2024 the countries are already chosen,
so we still have time to work on this idea,”
said Mr Mediavilla. u

From the
Buyer’s Desk
Peter Schellenberger,
Managing Director OSERV
Supply Chain and Services,
OSM Maritime Group

H

ow important is it to build relationships with your
suppliers and what are you looking for in your suppliers?
Relationships and trust are extremely important,
especially in the days of digitalisation. We are still in an environment
where we deal with unforeseen situations and emergencies almost
on a daily basis, where we need understanding and support from
our supply partners. The “extra mile” is much appreciated. With
key partners and referred suppliers we are trying to establish key
account functionalities (mostly one in Europe and one in Asia) so we
have details of someone that can help us in urgent situations and
guide us through problem solving. We look for sources that can give
proposals that help us to consolidate and automate, which is often
part of a personal effort on the supplier side. In return, we would
also maintain the partnership in terms of timely payments, updates
on vessel situation of our clients.
Do you stick with the same suppliers or are you always
looking for potential new sources of products and services?
We are looking at supplier relationships over many years in a lot
of categories as they often know what we need and want. However,
we cannot afford to not be engaged in constant evaluation of
feedback from our vessels and the onshore organisation of products
and services as we are looking for best in class relationships and
suppliers for our 57 spend categories and more than 170 preferred
suppliers. In an ever changing shipping world, we regularly have the
need to find new and additional services. For major spend areas we
conduct auditable and best in class tenders for main ports, ideally
with fixed price outcome.
What are some of the issues you have with suppliers and
how can they help you with these?
One of the very annoying situations is when we make time for
supplier visits and they come unprepared. We rarely have time
for social chitchat so we would expect proper supply history and
analysis for detailed relationship reviews. Many suppliers are also
not very good at regularly updating us on their scope, portfolio and
abilities to stay fresh in our minds and then they are surprised that
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their yields (ratio between inquiries and orders) are not fabulous.
Supply chain business is analytics and problem-solving.
Is cost still a major factor in who you use or do you place
higher importance on others such as quality and business
relationships, and what do you look for when buying supplies?
We look after a wide variety of owners and vessel types so
we have to provide many different solutions in terms of quality
and range. Areas where we never compromise are safety related
purchases as we have defined group minimum standards that
are binding for all clients. We have stopped looking at commodity
comparison only as we make our decisions based on total cost
landed so we appreciate proactive consolidation suggestions and we
actively use advanced benchmarking and port indexing tools to find
the right place for the right product/service to be delivered.
How has procurement changed at OSERV/OSM Maritime in
recent times?
We had a massive change in 2018 when we set up our S2S
(Supplier to Ship) Procurement digital platform for preferred suppliers
that connect to us to this OSERV platform on ShipServ connectivity.
This has enabled us to extend volume and geographical reach elements
to both our outsourced procurement clients as well as for our consortia
members, who are well-reputed ship owners that share contracts
and interests with us for supplier aggregation , better volumes and
security for stock keeping. We are currently looking after more than
120 external vessels (and quickly growing) on top of our own technically
managed fleet. Digital processing enables us to place direct orders
based on audited on contracted tender prices, reducing processing
times and manual input on both sides. We are now looking more
into predictive analysis with AI tools, bulk consolidation and in the
future the amazonisation of some of our supply areas (catalogue
buying from various sources within defined scopes and budgets
with competitive last mile arrangements on our side via our
defined delivery hubs). This will be a game-changer that helps also
our increased planning efforts, combined with less procurement
transactions per vessel. u

Fire & Evacuation

Business boost for
safety companies

R

enewed growth and a major acquisition are boosting
business for VIKING Life-Saving Equipment.
The Danish company acquired Norwegian lifeboat
manufacturer Norsafe last year and adjusting the costs of
integrating the business and the impact on revenue in the last
quarter of the year, the results show growth in both revenue
and earnings.
Norsafe’s lifeboat sales are included in the figures for
the last three months of 2018 and have helped VIKING
surpass DKK 2 billion in revenue for the first time in the
company’s history.
“We were able to deliver growth in activities and earnings in
the original VIKING business, and we expect that the picture will
remain the same for both areas of business in 2019,” said CEP
Henrik Uhd Christensen.
Meanwhile, the launch of VIKING’s LifeCraft – said to be a
ground-breaking evacuation solution for the cruise market – is
imminent after years of being in development and a complex
approval process.
A successful critical heavy weather sea trial was conducted
last November which means the hybrid liferaft/lifeboat will be
available for market as soon as the final
regulatory approvals have
been issued.
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Henrik Uhd Christensen. CEP, VIKING
Life-Saving Equipment

“The VIKING LifeCraft is a huge project, and we knew all
along that the sea trial was a crucial test. So, it’s all the more
pleasing that we’ve now passed the heavy weather sea trial
and can look forward to a completely new platform, which will
have a big impact on our sales and, in the slightly longer term,
on equipment service for cruise ships. VIKING is constantly
driving innovation and improving the essential function of
equipment that saves human lives,” said Mr Christensen.
He said the market for maritime safety equipment
remained highly competitive and VIKING had dealt with this
by bundling the sale of new products with multi-year service
concepts, such as VIKING Shipowner Agreement (SOA),
which continues to show double-digit growth, excellent

Fire & Evacuation

customer satisfaction and very high renewal rates.
“The maritime market will continue to be cost focused
in the future. We are in the favourable position of having
good solutions to save human lives and to ensure efficient
operations,” said Mr Christensen.
An increasing demand from customers across the Asia
Pacific region has prompted safety and survival specialist
Survitec to open a new service and distribution hub in
Singapore.
The extensive complex in Singapore’s Sembawang district
employs more than 200 people and is housed in three distinct
business units – WH Brennan & Co, Survitec Safety Solitions
and Survitec Fire Solutions.
Survitec’s Southeast Asia business is said to have grown
exponentially over the last 10 years and today the company
operates branches in Singapore, Hong Kong, Shanghai and
Korea, serving more than 5,000 customers across the region.
Joseph Choo, Managing Director, Survitec SEA, said: “This
great site, perhaps the largest in Survitec for service and
distribution, allows us to merge the sales and operations of
the three entities as one Survitec.
This allows us to offer
greater

services to our customers, locally, regionally and globally.”
He added: “Over the last 10 years, we have been very
focused on growing our business, serving our existing
customer base to the best possible standards and
winning new customers in new market segments. The
new Sembawang facility is indicative of that success and
in maintaining growth to deliver rigorous new product
development and servicing programmes.”
The Survitec products and services supplied by the
Singapore facility include rental life rafts, fire-fighting
equipment, safety, rescue and evacuation systems, and
marine electronic equipment. The market Survitec Singapore
services include the region’s maritime, defence and aviation sectors.
Speaking during the facility’s official opening ceremony in
January, Survitec CEO James Drummond said: “The product
and service diversity of the Singapore facility is unique to
Survitec. The investment into this site will ensure continuous
growth for Survitec S.E.Asia, capitalising on the strategic
location of Singapore as a major regional maritime, cruise and
aviation hub in one of the world’s most dynamic regions.”
Danny Lien, President of the Singapore Association of
Shipsuppliers & Services (SASS) attended the opening event
and said: “I extend my heartiest congratulations to Survitec on
the opening of its new facilities in Singapore. The well-equipped
facilities complemented by professionally trained staff will
certainly move the Port of Singapore up the value chain.
I am confident that Survitec will continue to be a
valuable contributor to Singapore’s maritime
services ecosystem.” u
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Fire & Evacuation

Launch of new durable fire hose
cabinet for shipping market

A

new fire-hose cabinet has been
launched by Jo Bird, designed to
offer the commercial shipping
market a top quality, durable product.
The UK-based designer and
manufacturer of lifesaving and fire
safety equipment storage says the
modern design of the new injection
moulded SOS300 fire hose cabinet
provides better functionality, UV
(ultraviolet) resistance, weather sealing
and longevity as well as being more
aesthetically pleasing.
Life time costs are lower because
the cabinet is made from corrosion
resistant material, including all
components, giving an improved
lifespan and excellent weather

Fire & Evacuation

protection is also provided by the high quality push fit
EPDM seal and the use of UV resistant ASA which means it
will only degrade very slowly under strong UV light.
The cabinet can house up to a 25-metre long fire hose
together with a jet spray
nozzle and the design
also features a quickrelease bungee cord
with a hook for swift
access to the fire
hose, saving vital
seconds. There are
either left or
right-hinged door

openings so the SOS300 can be fitted in restricted spaces
and the rotary door handle can be fitted with an antitamper seal.
There is a simple fixing arrangement with reinforced
areas on the inside for bolting to bulkheads or hand rails
and the fire hose cabinet has been designed to cope with a
temperature range of -20C to +50C.
Somerset-based Jo Bird says it is expecting a high
demand from the shipping market that has been waiting for
a top quality product that is both keenly priced and durable
enough to withstand the harsh marine conditions that often
result in frequent replacements of less resilient cabinets.
Jo Bird has been awarded Lloyd’s Register Type Test Approval
for many of its lifesaving and fire safety storage solutions. u

Fire & Evacuation

Fire alarm making waves across
shipyards

A

manufacturer of life-saving fire protection equipment
has protected seven shipyards across the world with
its wireless alarm system aimed at protecting workers
during the construction phase.
Strengthening its partnership with major Norwegian
distributor, Vestcome, UK-based Bull Products has supplied
the Cygnus Wireless Alarm System during the building of
around 20 vessels over the last year including a number of
luxury cruise ships, ferries and a 130-metre long krill vessel
that will fish in the Antarctic.
A major innovation in wireless emergency fire, first aid and
intruder alarms for construction sites, the Cygnus radio system
provides contractors with an efficient and versatile temporary
alarm system to protect workers during the construction
phase. The Cygnus system works on a mesh protocol which
enables the system to overcome signal obstacles such as steel
structures and other signal interferences, therefore offering
advanced protection for both workers and ships.
Ferenç Szell, Managing Director at Vestcom, said:
“We are delighted with the performance and
connectivity range of the Cygnus alarm
system. Every time the Cygnus alarm
system has been activated on a
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ship, it has worked to the highest standard helping us to avoid
any serious accidents.
“The fact that it has been installed across a variety of ships
during the construction period is testament to how powerful
and adaptable the system is. It’s the ideal solution for Vestcom
as we are able to transport the whole system to the next
project, thus saving us time and money.”
Matthew Trigwell, Sales Director at Bull Products, said:
“A ship in a yard or a ship at sea pose the same amount of
risks when it comes to fire safety and workers’ protection.
Whether it’s routine maintenance or sailing across the seas,
comprehensive insurance is needed.
“Due to the hazardous nature of the work being carried
out, and the high value of the ships and fittings, insurers insist
on adequate protection including a fire alarm. We are delighted
to be protecting these multi-million pound ships during
construction or repair with our temporary wireless fire alarm
system and we are looking forward
to working with Vestcom to
strengthen our presence
further in the ship
building industry.” u

Medical Supply & Safety

STOP AEBE gears up for new requirements

N

ew European regulations on PPE (personal protective
equipment), which were adopted in 2016, entered into
force in April 2018 – with a one-year transition period
ending on 21st April 2019.
The PPE Regulation (EU) 2016/425 relates to the use of PPE
on the job site. It states that companies must understand the
regulations and how they affect the PPE necessary to protect
their workforce.
The new regulations apply to the whole supply chain, rather
than just manufacturers – so that everyone involved in the
manufacture, supply and distribution of PPE must ensure that they
are meeting the standard requirements.
In response to the new regulation, STOP AEBE, the Piraeusbased specialist in PPE, has been redesigning and recertifying all of
its winter clothing, as well as the high visibility and fire retardant/
anti-static garments it manufactures, said Marketing Manager
Vicky Petalidou.
“STOP has always been maritime oriented and that is why
prestigious, globally well-reputed maritime organisations work with
us,” she said. “We are happy to see this movement of the shipping
industry to follow guidelines on, for example, high visibility from
above or with the use of fire retardant/anti-static clothing, etc.”
Specialised in PPE since 1978, STOP AEBE has storage capacity
of 3,500 square metres and a range of more than 7,000 different
items. It has facilities at Piraeus and Rotterdam covering sales,
customer service, production, warehousing, training and service.
“We dispatch more than 150 daily packed orders using
the latest technology WMS (warehouse management system)
and optimum customisation through the latest printing and
embroidering machines,” said Ms Petalidou. “We manufacture
our own brands of high-quality technical garments such as FR/AS
coveralls, FR/AS parka, leather FR garments, firefighting equipment,

welding and foundry equipment, food industry garments and health
care garments.”
STOP also organises and delivers training seminars covering
topics such as safe working at height and working in confined areas.
The company has provided working at height training to more
than 1,000 people from across the telecoms, energy, construction,
industry and shipping sectors. “The methodology of our seminars
is based on the ‘Code of practice for the delivery of training and
education for work at height and rescue’ and is compliant with the
BS 8454 standard and labour codes of health & safety executives,”
said Ms Petalidou.
“Trainers are experienced and are authorised and certified to
work at heights and carry registered certificates.”
Theory is conducted in a hands-on environment with
audiovisual presentation, while practical training is conducted at
STOP’s premises, in a specially designed areas laid out for working
on various systems. Training equipment and facilities in total are
conducted according to safety standards and provide complete
protection to trainees. The material is prepared to introduce
trainees in work at height. Any prior experience of the trainee is
considered, as well as the frequency of performing work at heights
and the complexity of the work performed.
In March, STOP AEBE was named as one of 206 ‘dynamic
organisations’ in Greece, in the Growth Awards organised
by Eurobank and Grant Thornton. These awards highlight
and reward Greek organisations that have combined strong
economic performance and a successful modern business
history, contributing to the formation of a new landscape of
entrepreneurship and work culture in the country. The 206 were
selected out of a total 8,000 organisations. Stop can be found
in Piraeus and Rotterdam and are participating in the following
exhibitions East Med, IMPA London, MTB Europe and Europort. u

Debt Management

Managing the Managers
By Roger Symes, Director, Marine Debt Management

S

hip managers
can broadly
be divided
into two groups. Firstly,
there are in-house managers. The
manage vessels on behalf of a single group of
ship-owning companies. Secondly, there are thirdparty ship managers, managing ships on behalf of several
unrelated ship owners. Such managers do not normally
have any ownership interest in the vessels under their
management. A few companies have a foot in both camps,
managing some ships for the owners of the management
company and others for third parties.
Ships are mostly owned via ‘single-ship’ companies.
If they are thought of as fingers, then the in-house ship
manager is the thumb on same hand. Although corporate
structures may be complex and opaque, ship suppliers
can assess credit risk knowing that the same blood flows
through both fingers and thumb.
This does not apply when considering third-party ship
managers. These are service companies and, as for ship
suppliers, their segment of the industry is crowded and highly
competitive. These managers are contracted by ship owners
wishing to outsource some or all ship management functions.
Generally, such companies work on a fee-plus-costs basis,
requiring the ship owner to pay a monthly management
charge and meet all vessel expenses. Seeking a competitive
edge, some third-party managers are now accepting different
arrangements, including profit-share and pre-agreeing
expenses on an annual basis. A cruise vessel has recently been
contracted at a fixed ‘fee-per-passenger’ rate.
The fee-plus-costs model tempts ship owners to be
attracted to the ship manager changing the lowest monthly
fee. To muddy the waters, some ship managers have
established satellite companies to whom they contract
certain management functions, such as catering, crew travel
and drydocking supervision. Cyber-security is the latest
function to be sub-contracted to a related company. Such
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businesses rebate commissions to the
ship manager, enabling it to keep its headline monthly fee
lower than would otherwise be the case. The extent to which
such arrangements are disclosed to ship owning clients
varies on a case-by-case basis.
‘Lloyd’s List’ recently published its annual list of the
world’s ten largest third-party ship management companies
by vessel number. Together, these companies manage close
to 5,000 ships. That makes each one an important current or
potential customer for almost every ship supplier.
Many readers will be able to rattle off the names
on the list. There are no surprises. All the companies
operate from more than one country, some from two or
more continents. Whilst some may claim overall vessel
numbers are not important, all are keen to grow the
number of ships under management.
Ship owners are encouraged to use KPIs (Key
Performance Indicators) to evaluate the abilities of
the ship manager they employ. Some ship owners now
divide their fleets between two or more unrelated ship
managers. Thus, the pressure is on each ship manager to
perform or risk losing vessels to competitors.
This can mean some ship managers tolerating owners
who fail to provide funds to pay vessel expenses in a
timely manner. Whilst some management companies run
a tight ship, others do not. They appear content to order
from suppliers with little regard to the ship owner’s
ability to pay. Ship suppliers must not be dazzled by fleet
numbers. It is always important to look as the ownership
of a vessel before supplying on credit terms. Don’t treat
getting paid as tomorrow’s problem. u

Paints & Coatings

Emissions regulations
lead to anticipated
growth in high-tech
coatings
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Paints & Coatings

N

ew emissions regulations are
expected to drive growth in
demand for high-tech lowfriction vessel coatings, according to Nippon Paint Marine.
More than 3,000 vessels have already been applied with
NPM’s low-friction hydrogel-based coatings since they were
introduced in 2007, said the company’s Managing Director
for Europe, Michel Wilckens. “We anticipate further growth as
more ship operators apply the technology as a way of reducing
fuel consumption to meet the new emissions regulations.”
John Drew, Director of Nippon Paint Marine (Europe), said:
“Nippon introduced the first-ever low-friction antifouling paint
12 years ago and did a lot of work monitoring performance and
measuring the reduction in fuel if a ship was applied with the paint –
that has been built upon and we have seen may repeat applications.
“The product was launched when fuel prices were
particularly high – and those times will come back. There was a
time a few years ago when this issue was less of a priority, there
were fewer rules that owners had to consider, and fuel was a
little bit more affordable, but now it is certainly something that
owners are looking at again.”
NPM says there is increased interest in its speciality products,
including the recently introduced Aquaterras, said to be the
world’s first and only biocide-free antifouling, and designed to
reduce fuel consumption through its ultra-smooth surface.
John Drew joined NPM from Carnival, where he was
responsible for specifying and procuring paints and coatings.
When he left Carnival in 2011, NPM had supplied paint for one
of its cruise ships – and that ship became the best performing
in the fleet, he said. NPM has since supplied paint for more than
55 cruise ships around the world.
“That success has come about from the performance of
the material,” he said. “Cruise companies have listened. We
would always have a problem if our paint didn’t perform and
didn’t protect – we are judged on numerous aspects, and
expectations are high.”

“

Nippon Paint is one of the world’s top paint makers – one
in six cars across the world have Nippon paint, according to the
company. “There is a lot of research going on into all kinds of
coatings at Nippon Paint, and important crossover research,”
said Mr Drew. “Our marine products are really impressive,
having been constantly updated and improved.”
Aquaterras is ‘light years ahead’ of anyone else’s
development, he said. “It was developed internally by Nippon and
years were spent working on this. Aquaterras has never let us
down in testing and it is being applied to more and more ships.”
The product has been applied to a number of vessels in the
cruise, containership and bulker markets and NPM is keen to
establish this coating across new geographical sectors, he added.
NPM (Europe), established in 2016, has a factory in
Hamburg and sales and technical people across the continent,
said Mr Drew. It has seen ‘considerable growth in sales’ in the
past three years, due partly to the success of the fuel-saving
A-LF Sea antifouling product, especially in the LNG/LPG and
cruise vessel sectors of the market.
The company recently reported a 35% increase in
consolidated sales and announced that it was strengthening its
position with new marine coating products and by expanding
into new geographical areas and market sectors.
This year NPM (Europe) will open a new sales and
distribution office in the UAE, to strengthen its regional presence
and improve product availability and technical services.
The Middle East region has become an important focal point
for customers, especially following the rapid increase in drydock
capacity, said Mr Drew. “NPM has been expanding its network
and the Middle East has been an area we didn’t cover particularly
well before. We need to have a presence, in addition to supplying
the ships that drydock there. So this is a double-faceted move –
not only presence on the ground to supply our materials but also
to visit the owners and others who want to buy our products.
“Our expansion in the Middle East is another stepping stone in
our global network.” u

Our marine products are really impressive, having been
constantly updated and improved
John Drew, Director of Nippon Paint Marine (Europe)
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Paints & Coatings

Treating hatch cover corrosion in situ

V

essel hatch covers suffer varying degrees of corrosion
and impact damage thanks to their exposed position
– this corrosion reduces their structural integrity and
therefore their performance, while the ‘rust’ which forms is also
a considerable eyesore.
Work to put this right generally means taking the hatch
covers off the ship or completely encapsulating them
before treatment begins – but that doesn’t have to be
the case, according to the protective coatings specialist
Chemco International.
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“Traditionally, hatch covers must either be taken off
the ship or completely encapsulated to allow grit blasting
and the spraying of conventional paints. These processes
are done at an extremely high cost, and with considerable
environmental damage caused due to the solvent-based,
conventional paints used,” said Angus Cochrane, Marketing
Coordinator at Chemco.
“However, when water jetting/mechanical preparation and
the brush/roller application of solvent-free coatings are chosen,
the repair and maintenance work can be carried out whilst the

Paints & Coatings
hatch covers are in situ, and with no encapsulation required –
offering substantial time and cost savings.”
On top of this, Chemco’s unique solvent-free, wet and
rust tolerant primer and topcoat combination coating system
allows nearby work, including hot work, to continue without
disruption, he said, while the application and adhesion process
is not affected by poor weather conditions. “Each of these
features leads to further time and cost savings,” he said.
Chemco says the benefits of its specialised hatch cover
coating solution include no requirement for grit blasting,
significantly reduced labour costs, no humidity or dew
point restrictions, short back-in-service times, good UV
resistance, no recoating limitations and the fact that other
work can continue nearby without disruption. The system also
significantly reduces health & safety risk and fire hazard, said
Mr Cochrane. The same system can be used for cargo holds for
the carriage of iron ore, coal, grain and other products.
In a recent job Chemco undertook for a major shipping
company, 29 hatch covers needed complete refurbishment as they
were showing signs of severe corrosion and impact damage.
“The surface preparation and coating repair works were
to be carried out while the hatch covers were in situ,” said Mr
Cochrane. “There would be no encapsulation of the hatch
covers, due to large costs and set-up times; therefore grit
blasting and the spraying of the coatings were not permissible.”
During the hatch cover painting works, painting/blasting
of other areas and steel cutting and welding was carried out at

the same time nearby. “There was also a lot of wind and spells of
rain during the refurbishment works.”
Chemco used a mixture of water jetting and mechanical
preparation for the surface preparation, then applied one
touch-up coat of solvent-free, wet and rust tolerant epoxy
Epo-chem RS 500P followed by one touch-up coat and one full
coat of solvent-free, wet and rust tolerant glassflake epoxy Epochem RA 500M.
Of the 29 hatch covers, 17 were refurbished by the
shipyard, and the other 12 were treated by the ship’s crew.
“Significant time and cost savings were achieved by
completing this project with the hatch covers in situ as there
was no disruption to the painting works due to weather
conditions or other ongoing work nearby,” said Mr Cochrane. u

Tools & Spare Parts

Launch of UK’s largest
provider of industrial heat
exchanger solutions

T

he UK’s largest provider of design, manufacture
and support services for heat exchanger and boiler
equipment for the maritime sector has been created
through a new partnership between Green’s and Thornhill.
With multiple UK sites offering in-house design, fabrication,
testing, repair and refurbishment complemented by on-site
inspections, repairs and installation, the combined group offers
the UK’s widest range of services available from one supplier.
Green’s Managing Director Matthew Crewe said: “Our
international business has grown significantly over the past
two years and now accounts for two thirds of our turnover. We
see the opportunity to bring Thornhill’s tried and tested heat
exchanger technology and services to our customers in the UK
and overseas as a great addition to our existing product range.”
Thornhill’s Managing Director Simon Tin said: “We work
in the same industries as Green’s so to be able to offer our
current and prospective customers a broader range of products
and services will add significantly to the value we can provide.”
Green’s, based in Yorkshire, has been designing and
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manufacturing industrial boiler equipment since 1821 and has
an 8,500 sq m factory that has shipped products weighing some
5,000 tonnes to 15 countries in 2018. While over the past year
Green’s services team have travelled to 24 countries, worked
on 57 vessels and supplied more than 7,500 spare parts. Some
of its main maritime customers include Irish Ferries, Damen
Shiprepair Brest, Kuwait Oil Tanker Company (KOTC) and John
Samonas & Sons.
Thornhill, which has sites in Yorkshire, the North East and
the Midlands is the only UK provider of the complete cycle of
heat exchanger services encompassing design, engineering,
installation, repairs and servicing. The company comprises:
Thornhill Engineering Services - Designs and manufactures
large heat exchangers and provides on-site installation and
servicing backed by in-house aftercare facilities; Thornhill
Rubber - Manufactures plate heat exchanger gaskets and
products for construction; and Thornhill Rail – Designs,
manufactures and services cooler units and associated
equipment for rail. u

Green ISSA
Ship wastewater discharge performance
needs enforcement says ACO Marine

W

astewater management solutions supplier
ACO Marine, together with a group of leading
wastewater treatment system manufacturers
and environmental organisations, has called for a revision
to MARPOL Annex IV in order to verify the ongoing
performance and discharge criteria of sewage treatment
systems onboard ship.
While there are rules in place for verifying discharge
parameters, these relate only to type-approval testing in landbased establishments. There is currently no enforcement of the
wastewater discharge criteria once a system has been installed
and becomes operational onboard ship.
ACO Marine Managing Director Mark Beavis said: “The
main contention is that we believe there are type-approved
systems in operation at sea that are scientifically incapable of
treating sewage waste.”
A paper co-authored by Mr Beavis – Sewage Treatment
with No-Sludge Production – A False Claim, and a NonConformity – attests: “Some manufacturers claim their sewage
treatment plants do not produce sludge. Unfortunately,
conformity assessment bodies have approved their equipment.
But they have certified impossibilities and created certified
‘magic boxes’. These systems contravene science.
“Sewage treatment plants protect the marine environment
by turning raw sewage into less harmful effluent that meets
specific discharge criteria set by the International Maritime
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Organization. As a by-product of the treatment process sewage
sludge is created that has to be either treated onboard or
incinerated ashore. This sludge is a by-product or all treatment
processes. But instead of being separated from the treatment
process, this sludge is being flushed out in the effluent.
“These ‘magic boxes’ would not be able to perform no
matter how well they are operated and we are very concerned
about the environmental damage these systems are causing.”
While the rules were tightened with MEPC.227(64) and
the use of dilution water limited during performance tests, this
has not prevented the certification of these so-called sludgefree systems.
Existing Guidelines do not explicitly prohibit no-sludge
systems but the authors believe the type approval regime is a
“contradiction to the IMO’s intentions”.
The authors of the paper call for IMO, its Member
States and the approval assessment bodies to identify and
to acknowledge the issue and establish protocols in order to
prevent such non-conformities from reoccurring. u

Green ISSA
Sulphur:Shipping’s
environmental conundrum

B

y now there’s unlikely a ship owner in the world that isn’t
aware that sulphur emissions have been a concern of the
maritime industry for several years. After considering the
availability of low sulphur fuels, the IMO have decided that the
global 0.5% sulphur cap will enter into force in 2020, in addition
to the existing 0.1% limit in Emission Control Areas.
With less than two years until the deadline, the 70,000 vessels
that the DNV GL say are affected don’t have long to ensure their
fuel systems are compliant. The International Chamber of Shipping
are urging ship owners to “commence implementation plans as soon
as possible” to avoid penalties come 2020. Consequently, ship
owners now have to weigh up their options, as there isn’t a one
size fits all solution…
So what are your compliance options?
There are a range of compliance strategies including low sulphur
fuel oils (LSFO), exhaust gas cleaning systems, and other compliant
fuels such as LNG and methanol. We will discuss here the two
arguably most popular solutions.
Let’s start with the use of LSFO. Vessels are increasingly
transitioning to this from Heavy Fuel Oil (HFO) to meet the 0.5% cap.
Due to the lower viscosity of LSFO, many existing systems and fuel
pumps on board are not compatible, meaning vessels undergoing fuel
conversions often must install new pumps and equipment. Whilst
this is deemed a less complex compliance option, there is some
uncertainty as to what increased demand will do to the cost and
availability of these fuels.
After 2020, the only way a vessel is
permitted to carry HFO for the engine
is if scrubbers are used. Scrubbers are
an alternative solution to compliant fuels
that enables the continued use of HFO by
removing SOx emissions from the vessel’s
exhaust gases using seawater (open-loop)
or alkalis such as caustic soda (closedloop) to neutralise the sulphur.
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Whilst cheaper to install, operate and maintain, openloop systems cannot be used in areas with restrictions on water
discharge and are less reliable where seawater alkalinity it low.
Whilst closed-loop systems aren’t restricted, they are much more
complex, especially with the added costs associated with handling
chemicals. Both scrubbers are more costly, complex and require
more room than low sulphur fuels. In the long run however, if the
price difference between low and high sulphur fuels is high then
scrubbers may become more desirable.
Your process to compliance
There is no outright best solution currently. Both discussed
compliance strategies have their place, and it depends entirely upon
the individual business case as to which is the better option. What
is clear is that research into the option most appropriate for your
vessel is important to undertake.
“Castle Pumps have already helped many vessels during their
process to compliance by specifying and supplying marine type
approved pumps required by the chosen solution”, said Operations
Director Pablo Martinez-Moore. Projects have included supplying
a UK ferry operator with screw pumps designed specifically for
fuels with as little as 0.1% sulphur content, and container ship with
self-priming centrifugal pumps for circulating seawater within a
scrubber and into the tower. u

From the Brig
By ISSA’s legal expert Bruce Hailey

Beware the
Purchaser’s terms

S

ometimes it is necessary to go back to basics. All too
often we see that problems arise from a failure of the
parties to a transaction to carefully read and understand
the requirements of their counter-party. It is crucial to
understand what is being asked of you.
That is obvious as regards the items to be supplied, both in
terms of quantity and specification. However, less scrupulous
purchasers are becoming more skilled at passing some of the
costs for the goods and services they receive to the supplier.
That may be in the form of delivery charges or a refusal to pay
for quantities that exceed those requested even though it may
be impossible to supply items in the number of units requested.
Purchasers do so by imposing terms within the POs.
Hopefully you understand the importance of giving notice
to your customers of the ISSA Conditions of Sale. Some of your
customers respond with their own “small-print”, which might
take the form of their own long-form “Purchasing Conditions”.
However, more often the purchaser’s small-print will comprise
some words printed at the foot of their enquiry or purchase order.
These might include a statement that delivery charges will not
be paid. In such cases, even if your quote contains a launch cost, the
purchaser might argue that they will not pay such charges. There
may be specific requirements to upload invoices to their electronic
purchasing system, or a requirement to address the invoice in a
specific manner. Failure to comply will, at best, delay payment and in
some cases be used as a justification to pay nothing at all.
It may be that payment terms are framed to delay the
payment obligation as far as possible – for example a provision
for payment of invoices 30 days following the end of the month
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after receipt of the invoice. A term that on its face looks like a
30 day term actually becomes up to 90 day terms, particularly
where the small-print includes a requirement that time starts
to run following receipt of the hard-copy invoice.
It may be that following your quotation the PO will be
issued and contain terms never mentioned in the Enquiry, and
not therefore addressed in your quotation. However, where
the PO is issued containing “new” provisions, if you go-ahead
and supply then arguably you have accepted those new terms.
It is therefore crucial to ensure that POs are carefully
considered, and any objectionable provisions are addressed. It
is necessary to respond to say that you cannot supply on the
terms of the PO, and should they wish you to proceed then you
can only do so if the offending terms are withdrawn.
Particular care should be given to a statement by the purchaser
that their own Purchasing Conditions apply to the exclusion of any
supplier provisions. Purchasing Conditions are rarely in a form that
a prudent supplier would find acceptable. They often exclude some
of the most fundamental rights that you should seek to safeguard,
including the entitlement to seek interest, arrest vessels and to bring
claims in a convenient jurisdiction. There may be sound commercial
reasons for accepting such terms, from a significant customer.
However, decisions should be made in the full knowledge of what
you are accepting. If you are not willing to accept them then you
must clearly reject them and re-state the terms on which you are
willing to supply.
If you don’t agree with a provision in an enquiry or PO don’t
just ignore it. You must reject it explicitly, and re-state the
terms on which you are willing to supply. u

Convention Special Report

Convention goes
from strength
to strength
A

s Korea prepares to host ISSA’s 64th Convention in
November, the Association’s Head of Conventions and
Senior Executive Vice President Abdul Hameed Hajah
says the annual event is now going from strength to strength.
Just a few years ago, in 2013, when Convention was
staged in London, it saw the lowest number of delegates ever
but there has now been a big turnaround, he said.
“When it was held in London there was very low
participation in both the programme and the trade fair,” said
Mr Hajah. “Although London is a very interesting and popular
place, the situation was not good.”
It was so unsuccessful that the following year, in 2014, the
annual Convention did not take place and a regional
meeting was held in Panama instead.
(continues on page 45)
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“From that time we have had a tough time organising a
successful Convention but we have managed to turn it all the
way round,” said Mr Hajah.
And, under the guidance of Mr Hajah, Convention has got
increasingly stronger through Singapore in 2015, Dubai in 2016,
Athens in 2017 and most recently Istanbul, last November.
“The four years from 2015 have run very successfully
with the improvement of the exhibitions and improvement on
delegate numbers,” said Mr Hajah proudly.
“In Istanbul there were around 200 delegates, and London
was only around half of that. It’s 100% improvement.”
Mr Hajah said a management change in 2015 had seen a
focus shifting more from management to Convention. “This is a
very important part of ISSA.”
Mr Hajah said the main framework for this year’s
Convention in Korea was currently being planned. It will take
place at the Haeundae Grandhotel in Busan on 8th and 9th
November and is being organised by the Korea Shipsuppliers &
Services Association (KSSA), in conjunction with the Singapore

Association of Shipsuppliers and Services (SASS).
The event will also be supported by Busan Port Authority,
Busan Metropolitan City, Korea Tourism Organization, and
Busan Tourism Organization.
Busan is the largest port city in Korea, with a long history
and rich tradition and has risen to become a major hub in North
East Asia in the maritime and port industry, marine tourism
and marine culture. It has made notable development in recent
years and grown into a mecca for maritime logistics with worldclass super ports. The cruise industry in Asia is also growing
along with the economic growth of North East Asia.
“KSSA hopes to expose local ship suppliers to some of the most
renowned international shipping companies, as well as provide
these companies with solutions for their needs in this region.”
Mr Hajah added: “Humbled by the overwhelming response
we have received for the most recent ISSA Conventions, we
are tasked with organising an even bigger and better event in
Korea for our members. As the port city of Busan is gearing
up to host its first ISSA Convention, it has generated a lot of
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“

Together with ISSA’s
supervision and the guidance
of SASS, who themselves
have organised very
successful Conventions in the
past, there is much hope that
the blueprint for a successful
Convention can be passed
onto yet another region

”

Abdul Hameed Hajah , ISSA’s Head of Conventions
and Senior Executive Vice President

interest from participants who have acknowledged that the
Korean market is intriguing and has a lot of potential for both
international and domestic ship suppliers.”
He said ISSA was proceeding at brisk pace to ensure
all information about Convention was ready for release at
major shipping event Sea Asia 2019, which takes place in
Singapore from 9th to 11th April. It will, as usual, be a two-day
programme of plenary sessions, ending with a fantastic Gala
Dinner. Accompanying persons will also be able to attend the
interesting tours of the area.
Mr Hajah added that there were many
remarkable things about this year’s
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Convention – it is the first to be held in the Korean Peninsula
and, for the first time in ISSA’s history, it is being organised
jointly by two national associations.
“Together with ISSA’s supervision and the guidance of SASS,
who themselves have organised very successful Conventions
in the past, there is much hope that the blueprint for a
successful Convention can be passed onto yet another region.
ISSA remains open to new ideas and welcomes all national
associations to be part of an illustrious list of cities that have
benefited from hosting the ISSA Convention.”
We take a special look back at the growing success of
Convention over the past few years…… u

Advertorial: BHHeader
Global

Digitalisation is Key- BH eStore
provides transparency

D

igitalisation initiatives transform and enhance the
traditional Marine and Offshore Supply Chain’s
Business. Jasmin Lim, Business Development
Director of BH Global, tells The Ship Supplier more.
Digitalisation is key to the transition of vessel
operations in the maritime industry. We at Beng Hui
Marine - the Supply Chain Management arm of BH Global,
pride ourselves as the leader in the field of Marine &
Offshore electrical supplies with our niche in cables,
lightings and accessories.
We launched BH e-store (bh-estore.com) in 2013- a
comprehensive Electrical and Technical Online guide for
13,000 Products together with Stock availability, List
Pricing, Specification sheets, Certification, Videos, 3D
models etc. The key initiative of our online platform was
to educate the marine community: Transparency through

content on the platform will allow ship owners/ end-users
to buy the Right Products at the Right Price with the
Right Quality (compliance to Marine Standards) through
their Management companies or appointed Chandlers. To
further enhance efficiency, BH’s online platform also has
a live Technical Helpdesk where an Engineer is tasked to
assist with all technical questions regardless of orders.
Getting the correct product onboard is vital to ensure
vessels’ operations are at optimal levels. Incorrect or
defective products can result in substantial product return
charges or departure delays. At BH, we believe in supplying
the right products at right prices and giving our customers
and their end-users peace of mind during voyage. We are
very positive of the customers we can reach, assist and
educate through our online platform and the huge potential
it will bring. We welcome partnerships and collaborations
for win-win situations.
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ISSA and Ship
Supply News
Neptun Ship Service celebrates 25
years

A

s Neptun Ship Service celebrates its 25th anniversary,
President Eugeniusz Kwiatkowski speaks to The Ship
Supplier about its success and the Polish ship supply

market.

Please tell us how the company started?
The founders of our company were two Germans –
Hans-Peter Klages and Uwe Kloska. In February 1994
they presented Marek Liberak with a proposal to launch
a company specialising in supplies for ships in Polish
ports. Two months later – after the analysis of technical
capabilities and human resources – the proposal was
accepted and on 19th April 1994 a limited liability
company Neptun Ship Service Ltd was established in
Gdynia. Thanks to years of industry-specific experience
the company could make a dynamic start in conditions of
emerging economic freedom which was starting in Poland
in the 90’s.
Was it a good time for ship chandling business in Poland
in the ‘90s ?
Establishing our company was supposed to be competition
for the only ship chandler at that time, PHZ Baltona. In
December 1994 we launched our own customs warehouse
and started selling duty-free alcohol and cigarettes for ships.
It provided the company with the first receipts it could use for
financing the purchase of supplies for subsequent deliveries.
Currently, we are one of three companies in Poland with our
own duty free customs warehouse. At that time, Poland was not
in the EU and it was a tough business envirovment do work in.
Since 1995 we have been a certified member of ISSA and we are
also a secretary for the Polish division of this association.
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Neptun Ship Service is a part of Kloska Group. How did it
help you to develop your business?
After a few years of successful activity we were officially
incorporated into the Kloska Group so we could spread
our wings even more and increase the number of purchase
orders. The progressing and stable development of the
company, new customers and new markets led to the

ISSA and Ship Supply News

decision to set up a branch of the company in Szczecin
in October 2000. At present, the division is developing
successfully and forms a significant part of our company.
It provides its services both to the port in Szczecin and to
the port in Swinoujscie. Due to the proximity of the state
border, it also supplies the nearby ports in Germany. Upon
the accession of Poland to the EU in 2004 the company
changed its image and scope of activity. It started competing
with other ship chandlers from Europe. In May 2004 the
company opened its own sailing store operating directly
within the area of the marina in Gdynia.
The market of ship chandling services is still evolving and
changing. How does it look in Poland?
Recent years have been characterised by increased
recognition and reinforcement of the position of the
company in the international market. The operating area
is not limited to merchant ships and we actively look for
customers, which results in purchase orders from naval
ships, sailing ships and passenger ferries. We work with

shipyards, ship owners, agents and catering companies. Every
year the company provides services to nearly 3,000 ships in
all Polish ports and selected ports of Western Europe. We
also see big growth of technical catering companies as well
as the electronic platforms that send us a lot of RFQs. Our
company supplies items in three main areas – provisions,
bonded stores and technical items.
What are Neptun Ship Service’s plans for the future?
We want to keep our position as a reliable, recognised
and renowned partner for ship owners from all over the
world. Our branch office in Szczecin has just opened a new
office and warehouse and develops supplies for western
Europe. Our truck fleet will get a new 18-tonne truck in
June 2019 that will allow us to supply more and faster. We
were also proud to be part of the story for the documental series
named ‘Harbours’ by Polish TV channel TVN. It was shown
on Discovery Poland and will be available in other European
countries within the next few months. u

ISSA and Ship Supply
Header
News

ISSA now on Twitter
I

SSA members can now keep up to date with all the latest news
from the Association via Twitter.
@ISSAshipsupply is the go to place to increase awareness
of your company, communicate with fellow members and ship
suppliers, and take part in discussions on trends and hot topics.
The platform will also offer ISSA Members the chance to
take up speaking opportunities at maritime events and provide a
valuable networking experience in the wider maritime industry.
With digitalisation now playing such a crucial part in the sector,
make sure you stay ahead of the game and follow @ISSAshipsupply
now! u

@ISSAshipsupply
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Golden Harvest President
presents student scholarships

T

om Chen (pictured), President of Chinese ship supplier
Golden Harvest, has presented scholarships for the
16th year to students at Shanghai Maritime University.
The Li Zhi Scholarship is named after Chen Li Zhi (Tom
Chen) who, prior to starting up Golden Harvest in 1997, was a
lecturer at the university, teaching students the fundamentals
of diesel engines.
Over the years he has maintained strong connections with
the university, its teaching staff and students. The scholarship
is awarded to students in recognition of their academic
achievement during their first year of undergraduate studies at
SMU, going towards their tuition fees.
Since the establishment of the scholarship, over 450 SMU
students have received the award and most have gone on to
work in various sectors of the marine industry and some have
joined Golden Harvest. u

ISSA News

ISSA Executive scores a key
role in Africa Cup of Nations
football tournament

M

ixing football with ship supply may not be an obvious
choice unless you are ISSA Executive Vice President
Kouame Aduo Luc who has seen his love of the game
result in him being elected as a senior member of the Ivory
Coast team organising the 2023 Africa Cup of Nations.
Apart from overseeing the International Shipsuppliers &
Services Association’s interests in Africa, Kouame Aduo Luc is
also President of the Ivory Coast Premier Division club Stade
d’Abidjan, and it is the sterling work he has undertaken here
that has seen him elected as a Vice President of Cocan 2021,
organisers of the football tournament.
The Ivory Coast was awarded the 2023 tournament instead of
2021 after Cameroon, which was stripped of the right to hold this
year’s tournament, was chosen to stage the event in 2021. Ivory
Coast will delay its hosting by two years and Guinea, initially chosen
as 2023 host, will have the tournament in 2025. A total of 24 teams
are expected to compete for the Cup in 2023.
Among his many responsibilities, Kouame Aduo Luc, who
has been involved in the football industry for nearly 48 years, will

oversee much of the infrastructure surrounding the event such as
construction of the hotels, roads, airports and the stadia as well as
the supply of food.
“I am delighted to have been asked to play a part in bringing
this global tournament to The Ivory Coast in 2023. Football is
very important to Africa and we look forward to producing an
event of world class proportions. I am also proud for ISSA. Africa
is an important ship supply market and to have the association
linked to a global event like the Africa Cup of Nations can only be
great news,” he said. u

Market News
KOTC moves its navigational
needs to ChartCo

F

ollowing a competitive tender, Kuwait Oil Tanker
Company (KOTC) has moved its navigational
requirements contract to ChartCo, the global supplier
of maritime digital data and compliance services.
Under the terms of the contract, ChartCo will supply
back-of-bridge management software and navigational,
regulatory and compliance data services to KOTC’s entire
fleet of 33 vessels, with scope to expand as the fleet grows.
As part of the new collaboration, KOTC will be upgrading
its existing navigation and compliance management system
to ChartCo’s new fully integrated platform, OneOcean.
This provides mariners with the most rapid and efficient
solution for meeting their crucial navigation, environmental,
regulatory, safety and quality compliance management
needs, ring-fenced with increased cyber resilience.

The two companies are set to
enjoy a rewarding partnership,
sharing a commitment to help the
industry become more efficient,
safer and greener.
ChartCo’s Chief Executive, Martin Taylor, commented: “It’s
rewarding when customers acknowledge how our expertise
brings new knowledge and value to their own business; KOTC’s
approach to shipping is very commendable, setting a good
example for others. We’ve had a lot of positive feedback from
them, and believe we’re well on the way to building an enduring
relationship. As our business continues to grow both in
terms of geographical global coverage and in the breadth
of our marine services and solutions, partner strengths
become ever more important.” u
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Jotun and Kansai Paint build relationship
to meet marine and protective demand

M

arine coatings manufacturer Jotun and Kansai Paint,
a coating supplier in Japan, have signed an agreement
to develop their existing alliance. The partners are
now looking to emulate the success they’ve achieved in the
marine segment in the protective market.
Jotun and NOF Kansai Marine Coatings signed an
agreement forming the SeaStar Alliance in 2002 after already
working together for many years. The partnership has led to
the development of antifouling brands such as SeaQuantum,
which has been applied to over 10,000 vessels.
The companies say the alliance enables the widest coverage
of the global market and the plans are to work towards more
exciting innovations, solutions and services together. Jotun
sees the extension of this relationship as a natural evolutionary
step. A collaborative approach to marine has paid huge
dividends, sharing knowledge and

using one another’s innovation and industry expertise to access
opportunities and build a product portfolio of unparalleled quality.
The movement forward will leverage technology, segment
understanding and global networks to provide innovative
protective solutions that safeguard assets and optimise
performance. It’s an exciting development for both companies
and, most importantly, the customers.
The new agreement covers the global protective segment.
Jotun already has a strong worldwide position in the
international market, providing high performance products
for sectors such as: wind power, hydropower and thermal
(energy); hospitals, stadiums and airports (infrastructure);
offshore installations, refineries, petrochemical plants and gas
processing facilities (hydrocarbon industry). u

Market News

Wilhelmsen and Airbus trial
world’s first commercial
drone deliveries to vessels at
anchorage

L

aunching recently in partnership with Airbus, Wilhelmsen’s
shore-to-ship Singapore pilot project, marked the first
deployment of drone technology in real-time port
conditions, delivering a variety of small, time-critical items to
working vessels at anchorage.
Lifting off from Marina South Pier in Singapore with
3D printed consumables from Wilhelmsen’s onshore 3D
printing micro-factory, the Airbus Skyways drone navigated
autonomously along pre-determined ‘aerial-corridors’ in its
1.5km flight to Eastern Working Anchorage. The drone landed
on the deck of the Swire Pacific Offshore (SPO)’s Anchor
Handling Tug Supply (AHTS) vessel Pacific Centurion and
deposited its 1.5kg cargo without a hitch before returning to its
base. The entire delivery, from take-off towards the vessel, to
landing back at base, took just 10 minutes.
Though small drone delivery trials from tugboat to ship have
been conducted before by a number of shipping companies and
service providers, shore-to-ship delivery of this range and scope
has never been explored, prior to this trial.
Commenting on the successful first delivery flight, Marius
Johansen, VP Commercial, Wilhelmsen Ships Agency said: “The
now proven, seamless operation of drone deliveries from shoreto-ship, in one of the world’s busiest ports, proves the hard work,
investment and faith we, and indeed our partners, placed in the
Agency by Air drone delivery project over the past two years was
not misplaced.”
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Offering a more cost effective, quicker and safer means of
delivering, small, time-critical items to vessels, Wilhelmsen sees
delivery by drone, rather than launch boat, as part and parcel of
their continued evolution of the agency business.
Mr Johansen added: “Delivery of essential spares, medical
supplies and cash to Master via launch boat, is an established
part of our portfolio of husbandry services, which we provide day
in and day out, in ports all over the world. Modern technology
such as Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS), is just a new tool,
albeit a very cool one, with which we can push our industry ever
forward and improve how we serve our customers”.
Less labour dependent than delivery via launch, autonomous
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) can potentially reduce
delivery costs by up to 90% in some ports and have a smaller
carbon footprint than launch boats. SPO has been an important
partner during the detailed final preparation and operational
testing of the drone, with the provision of its AHTS vessels.
The ongoing pilot trial will for now, focus on offshore supply
vessels at anchorage 1.5km from the pier. With operational
safety as a priority, flights will be limited to this distance for the
time being, before the flight range is gradually extended to as far
as 3km from the shore.
A number of customers have already committed to the
project including Optimum Marine Management, Fleet
Management, Zeaborn Ship Management, Pola East, SK
Shipping, and sister company Wilhelmsen Ship Management. u

Play
Two timing
This watch is perfect for frequent travellers as it allows the wearer to keep tabs on two
places at once by incorporating a second, 24-hour ring on the inner dial that works in
concert with an additional hand to show the time in the second time zone.
You’ll also notice the red arrow distinguishing the second time zone hour hand, and the slim
water-resistant case is made from titanium, as is the bracelet with folding clasp.
Powered by a Swiss-made movement, it features a date window at 3 o’clock and has a power
reserve of 42 hours.
Porsche Design 1919 Globetimer GMT Watch
€3,250
www.porsche-design.com

Smart speaker
This high-end speaker by Bose is powered by Alexa and features eight
built-in microphones giving it great ability to listen to any
voice commands.
It claims to have the widest sound of any smart speaker and its sleek
design and craftsmanship incorporates a built-in colour screen that shows
the album artwork of the song playing.
Bose Home Speaker 500
$399.95
www.bose.com

Dido
This is the fifth studio album from the English singer song-writer who is
perhaps best-known for being sampled on rapper Eminem’s biggest hit,
Stan.
It is also her first studio for six years and has been co-produced and
co-written with her brother Rollo, of Faithless fame.
Dido will promote the album with a tour – her first in 15 years.
Still on My Mind
BMG

Marvin Gaye
Motown have released the soul legend’s lost 1972 album, the
follow up to his 1971 classic What’s Going On.
Of the LP’s 17 songs, only the title track was released at the
time, so this new album brings previously unheard tracks into
the public domain. The album was released on 29th March,
four days before what would have been the
singer’s 80th birthday.
You’re the Man
Motown
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After Hours
Go West
Tate Modern in London is presenting a major exhibition of the work of Austrian
artist Franz West (1947-2012) – the first posthumous retrospective and the most
comprehensive survey of the artist’s work ever staged in the UK.
Organised by the Tate Modern and Centre Pompidou, it explores the irreverent
sensibility and playful approach to materials, colour and form that characterise
West’s punk aesthetic. Almost 200 works are featured including abstract
sculptures, furniture, collages and monumental outdoor works.
Franz West celebrates the artist’s contribution over four decades and his friend and
former collaborator Sarah Lucas has contributed by designing walls and pedestals.
Franz West
Showing now until 2nd June, 2019
www.tate.org.uk

Dining
Housed in a converted Linoleum factory in London’s square mile, Lino claims to
‘re-use, re-love and re-imagine’ and extends this ethos to using salvaged light fittings
through to sustainably sourced materials.
The restaurant bakes, pickles and ferments on site, mixing old classics with new
combinations and is all under the watchful eye of Richard Falk, a Young British
Foodie award-winning chef.
Dishes include the likes of, for starters, grilled mackerel with oyster mayonnaise
and pickled cucumber, mains of risotto of grains roasted in brown butter and winter
mushrooms, and sweet temptations including croissant bread and butter pudding
with marmalade and coffee.
Lino, 90 Bartholomew Cl, London EC1A 7EB
www.linolondon.co.uk

Time is of the essence
If the most precious thing we have is time, the most highly prized expertise should be knowing
how to spend it well. Yet, busier than ever, do we really understand which experiences bring us joy
and success, and which don’t?
In his first book since Stuffocation, cultural commentator and bestselling author James Wallman
investigates the persistent problem of wasted, unfulfilling time and finds a powerful answer – a
revolutionary approach to life based on the latest scientific discoveries. At its heart is the inspiring
revelation that, when you play by the new rules, you can actively choose better experiences.
Time and How to Spend It reveals a seven-point checklist that will help you to avoid empty
experiences, and fill your free hours with exciting and enriching ones instead.
Time and How to Spend It – The 7 Rules for Richer, Happier Days
James Wallam
£9.99
Ebury Publishing
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